1) Welcome and Introductions
   a. Attendees: Amanda Baltzley, Carol Friedrich, Adrienne Christy, Robin Slater, Lance Waring, Riley McIntyre, Mike Bordogna, Ross Valdez, Kathleen Merritt, Kris Holstrom, Grace Franklin, Kathleen Morgan, Amanda Jones

2) Share current efforts to meet the following needs:
   a. Social Services
      i. CO has extended non-congregate sheltering for another 30 days.
         1. SMC has not needed it much (currently have no one in non-congregate sheltering)
            a. Agreement with Alpine Lodging and maybe in Montrose
            b. Come through contract tracing from Health Dept.
      ii. Eligibility programs
          1. June max allotment for food assistance has come through but waiting for July
          2. Still doing emergency Tannif program
      iii. CO has applied for $300,000 for food for pantries
          1. relying on Hunger Free CO and food banks to distribute food according to need
          2. Anticipating secondary waves of cases so expecting new needs
      iv. CO now have migrant workers on agricultural visas so they are putting a work group together to help with their needs with regards to COVID (housing, etc...)
         1. If interested in being a part of that committee, let Carol know
   b. Behavioral Health
      i. Robin
         1. looking at dates to bring in Jeff Santilly to train law enforcement on crisis services
         2. Working with Wendy and Jennie on adolescent needs
   c. Tri-County Health - Ross
      i. Good Neighbor fund – 150 applied with 133 approved for $186,000, 66 approved for $123,000 in Ouray, 36 approved for $26,000 in Telluride
      ii. School lunches
         1. few more sign-ups but still pretty underutilized
         2. Looking for more ideas to get the word out
      iii. Spanish website
         1. Singular place with vital info from SMC, Telluride, and MV
            a. Culturally and lingually appropriate
            b. Shooting to have a rough draft next Monday to get the final product out soon
            c. Being done through the SMC website
d. Planning on sharing the site through other platforms to try to get people to use it and maybe gain more trust with the government websites
e. Carol has resource tool kit for non-English speaking – including social media ideas (from the CDC)
d. Adrienne
   1. Parks and Rec programming starting back up – hopefully will help entertain youth - Pool, tennis courts, swim team, baseball, camping
   2. TCH is still helping facilitate rent assistance fund
      a. Starting to be more flexible with including utilities and other monthly housing costs
e. Amanda Jones
   1. Group discussing next step efforts around behavioral health integration
      a. Joining the Behavioral Health Collaborative (next meeting on June 25)
      b. Reviewed survey that’s being sent out to community organizations with regards to services they are providing – to get an assessment prior to meeting
      c. Key questions around how do we take what we are all doing and referring people to proper resources
f. Riley
   1. SMRC - In the west end seeing a rise in financial funds
      a. Telluride is above average for resource requests
      b. Helping people fill out applications for resources that are not within SMRC scope
g. Kathleen Merritt
   1. Childcare is plugging along
      a. Increasing capacity in July if no COVID cases by the end of the month
   2. Bright Futures is starting to pursue anti-racism resources for parents/families with younger children
h. Kris Holstrom
   1. Farmers Market up and running
      a. Working with new market manager on WIC and SNAP to be able to use benefits at the market
i. Kathleen Morgan
   1. One-to-One slowly getting matches back together
   2. School lunches in Norwood?
      a. Haven’t really identified a need in Norwood
      b. Pantry was doing grab and go meals
      c. Carol will reach out to Michelle to see where they are in Norwood with regards to lunches
   3. Still making masks and is happy to give where they are needed
      a. Will reach out to Jess Galbo about the Food Bank
j. Senior meals
   1. Pre-COVID one meal a week in-person
      a. COVID – Eva Veech had funding to provide meals 3 days a week for over-60 and SMC is providing for under-60
         i. Post-COVID - Can we do more than one meal a week when the money officially runs out?
County can continue one day a week for lunch but wants to see if they can do more since it does benefit people

18-20 people used to do the lunches pre-COVID but more for the delivered lunches

Looking for ideas for the future

Norwood is trying to figure out how to do in-person meals for high risk because of the connections – Grace is looking into safe ways to do it

Grace
  1. Remind people the virus is still spreading and we need to be vigilant
     a. State will be updating their orders so things will be more relaxed but we need to be safe

Lance
  1. Fires starting up so we need to be aware

Mike Bordogna
  1. Egmar annual meeting next week
     a. Will learn of more west end needs
        i. Food bank is done in Dove Creek
  2. Economic Recovery
     a. Transitioning to 50% capacity and working with restaurants to keep staff safe
  3. Youth communication
     a. Reached out to principals
     b. Having something on KOTO with a weekly youth spot
     c. Telluride Middle School reaching out to parents
     d. Document for kids to reference with ideas for activities
        i. Wants it to be more kid driven

How are Mental Health Funds being use/information on the resources
  i. Death by suicide in the region – we need people to know about resources
  ii. Robin – training and open lines of communication
  iii. Telski needs to be more involved
     1. Big Billies residents tend to have more trauma
  iv. Amanda – collaborative meeting on June 25
     1. Need to use examples to help figure out how we could collaborate – is it a resource issue or a collaboration issue
  v. Solutions gave $60,000 to Good Neighbor fund for services and gave service programs money
     1. $50,000 was allocated to each school for the year to help with mental health services
     2. Crisis funding that was released between Telluride, MV, SO for crisis services throughout the county
     3. Suicide prevention committee might be a good idea – Need prevention/intervention services as well as post mental health help
        a. Maybe come out of Mill Levee money
     4. Robin – have a flyer/information about how to apply to the Good Neighbor fund for the mental health application and information of who they can reach out to
        a. Get the info to the Telski to get it to people effected by the death
3) Identify unmet needs in above areas or other areas

4) Next Meeting: Monday, June 29 at 2pm at Zoom meeting provided above